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DataGenic and MDX forge new partnership
Data experts collaborate to deliver real-time data distribution to the front office

London and Houston – 13 January 2016 – DataGenic Ltd, the leading global provider of onpremise and in-cloud Smart Commodity Data Management solutions and MDX Technology
Ltd., the leading provider of data distribution and collaboration solutions for trading
functions, are pleased to announce a new partnership that delivers unique real-time data
collaboration solutions for the front office, via an extension to the DataGenic platform.
Under the terms of the agreement, MDX has fully integrated with DataGenic's proven Smart
Commodity Data Management software platform which provides intelligent analytics
coupled with comprehensive data warehousing, real-time data content and proven business
value. This new component enables DataGenic clients to drive internally generated data into
Excel via the MDX Excel add-in and to take full advantage of the value added features of
real-time data collaboration. Among other use cases, traders can mark and collaborate on
forward market curves in real-time. It also efficiently delivers commodity prices and
fundamentals from over 400 markets to the front office via the MDX data distribution
capabilities.
The MDX platform is quick to install and, like DataGenic’s platform, can be deployed either
on premise or in the cloud, with users up and running within a couple of hours. Its flexible,
modern architecture, unlike many of the existing legacy systems, enables changes to be
implemented very quickly, and delivers rapid ROI and the ability to achieve significant cost
savings and productivity gains almost instantaneously.
Richard Quigley, CEO, DataGenic, said “There is a growing requirement in the marketplace
for real-time data collaboration in the front office to ensure that sensitive and internal

information is available contemporaneously across the organisation. MDX technology is a
seasoned operator in that space that offers proven technology that is now fully integrated
with DataGenic. The combination of DataGenic Software and Content combined with MDX's
award winning real-time data collaboration capability for the front office, will not only
satisfy the demands of our existing users but will also deliver a powerful and compelling
combination for the wider commodities and energy trading houses community."

Paul Watmough, CEO at MDX Technology, commented "We are very excited about the
opportunities this new partnership presents to both our firms. The commodities and energy
trading firms are very important for MDX and we are keen to build on our recent successes
in this sector. We believe that this relationship provides a ‘natural extension’ to the
DataGenic platform and fully supports the growing demand for real-time data distribution
by front office trading desks. We are looking forward to working closely with DataGenic in
the coming months."
--- END ---

About DataGenic Ltd
DataGenic is the leading global provider of on-premise and in-cloud Smart Commodity Data
Management software, delivering intelligent analytics, real-time data content and proven
business value. The innovative solutions include a data-agnostic multi-commodity data
management platform, visual mapping and management of business processes, extensive
and extensible data quality management, unlimited forward curves construction and an
intelligent decision framework. DataGenic customers include energy, metals, minerals,
chemicals, agriculture, shipping and food and beverage. DataGenic operates in Europe, Asia
and the Americas.
About MDX Technology Ltd

The MDXT Connect Platform delivers a highly sophisticated bi-directional, data distribution
and collaboration solution. It is designed to enhance the trading operations of all financial
services, commodities and energy firms, globally. Our proven solutions, developed by the
industry’s leading experts in this field, are already in use within some of the world’s premier
trading institutions. They are recognized as being one of the most robust and reliable data
distribution systems on the market today. MDX Technology is privately owned and
headquartered in London, with sales and customer support representation in all the major
financial centres, either directly or via our trusted international partner network.
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